26	HISTORICAL ANTECEDENTS
The difficulty was aptly described in 1729 by the French
jurist Froland:1
*I fully agree that the statute real is concerned with a thing, the
statute personal has to do with the person, and the statute mixed has
to do with both thing and person	But with all these distinctions the
difficulties which I meet hundreds and hundreds of times do not seem
yet removed; and my mind, hesitating because it is not sufficiently
informed, often does not know what conclusion to reach. In my opinion
it is not enough to know that the statute real has to do with a thing,
that the statute personal has to do with the person, and that the statute
mixed has to do with both thing and person. There is another difficulty
much more important to solve; that is to know when the statute does
concern the thing or the person or both: and that in my opinion is the
question most embarrassing and most difficult to explain; and it does
not appear to me that the old writers who were contented with general
definitions have given us very certain rules in this particular.*
The statute     In the sixteenth century the statute theory was carried into
theory m prance where it was developed and refined by several jurists,
France	3	i 1	r        i   r	-r^	i-        /        J      ^^
the most notable of whom were Dumoulm (1500-66),
D'Argentr^ (1519-90), and Gui Coquille (1523-1603). The
political organization of France rendered a study of the conflict
of laws imperative. The different provinces, though politically
parts of the same country as the States of America now are,
each had a separate system of law, called coutume or custom.
These customs varied in each province and therefore, owing to
inter-provincial trade, were in constant conflict with each other.
The jurists who wrote on the subject used the old term statuta
to describe the customs.
The French jurists of the sixteenth century elaborated the
statute theory and made it applicable to every legal relation. In
particular, mention may be made of Dumonlin and D'Argentre^
Dumoulin, described by Westlake as 'one of the greatest legal
geniuses' in the sphere of private international law,2 was the
first exponent of the doctrine that the law to govern a contract
is the law intended by the parties,3 a doctrine which, is we
unfortunate illustration of a distinction which was one of the most original and
ingenious discoveries of the great master; a discovery which his contemporaries
could not make, and his successors for 500 years failed to understand. Yet the
distinction is a necessary one; a statute might well be interpreted, either as deter-
mining personal status or as affecting the inheritance of property.'
1 This extract from his Mlmoires concernant la nature et la qualitt des statuts
is the translation of Beale, Conflict of Laws* p. 1905.	' * 7th ed., p, 17.
3 Kuhn, Comparative Commentaries on Private International law, pp. 9-10;
Beale, pp. 1894-5

